Data Science Intern
Billerica MA
Job Description
In this role you will hone your data science skills and be challenged to answer questions about the local meat industry that
likely no one has asked before. We are looking for a Data Science Intern to help us streamline the day to day workings of our
operations and logistics teams by building automated reports, models and dashboards. This internship provides a unique
vantage point to not only see the top down view of an entire logistics system, but also how that system changes as we
incorporate automation and strengthen our ability to make data based decisions.
Responsibilities
In this role you will:
● work directly under the mentorship of Walden’s lead systems engineer and collaborate closely with our operations
team
● learn the workflows for specific team functions, and subsequently build reporting and analysis tools to quickly
identify issues and potential solutions
● draw conclusions using unstructured data from multiple sources including vendor reports, internal inventory
tracking, and customer data
● build models for understanding how inventory moves through our warehouse, projecting demand for different cuts
and proteins, and how animal utilization changes over time
Exceptional candidates will also be given opportunities to contribute to improvements to our systems architecture itself.
Requirements
The ideal candidate will meet the following criteria:
● A collaborative problem solver who can quickly understand existing workflows and develop solutions that
complement what’s already been built
● Comfortable parsing and manipulating data using both excel and scripting languages
● Demonstrated past experience using SQL or equivalent tools
● Willing to jump in and get hands dirty outside of job role to create an extraordinary experience for our members
● Bonus:
○ Previous work experience in manufacturing, logistics, or process control
○ Experience with object oriented programming, data structures and algorithms, version control software
○ Experience with backend web development and RESTful apis.
Please submit cover letter and resume to jobs@waldenlocalmeat.com

